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Homework 

 

1. Here are some questions and answers about the rise and fall of the Berlin Wall. Complete the spaces with the verbs in the passive 

voice (Past Tense). 

 

The Berlin Wall stood for many years as a concrete symbol of communism and capitalism, and also of the political leaders’ 

indifference towards the suffering of families and friends separated by it. 

 

 

A: Why was the Berlin Wall built up? 

B: …were counted. 

A: … 

B: It was built…was blocked off… 

A: What else was done to prevent East Berliners to cross the border? 

B: Streets were torn up…were erected...were interrupted. 

A: …were separated… 

B: …were no longer allowed… 

A: And when was the Wall actually built? 

B: …were replaced… 

A: … 

B: … was shot…were killed… 

A: Why was the Berlin Wall torn down? 

B: …was asked…was opened… 
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B: …were sold…were donated… 

A: … 

B: …was formed…were dropped…was inaugurated… 

 

 

 

2. Complete the text with the verbs in parentheses in the active or passive voice. 

 

The Campinas Police Department has just found out that Roberto Silva’s foster parents were killed last night. Roberto would receive 

a good amount of money form their life insurance if they died. 

Since Roberto wanted…….didn’t allow……..didn’t think twice. 

Officers suspected somebody was hired by Roberto…….is…….has been arrested. 

 

 

 

3. Rewrite these sentences into the passive voice.  

 

a) … 

   The kitchen is cleaned (by the maid) every day. 

 

b) … 

    This bridge was built about 100 years ago. 

 

c) … 

   Soccer has been played by Brazilian people for a long time. 

 

d) … 

  My car will be fixed (by the mechanic) before the end of the wee. 

 

e) … 

   The oldest church in the city is being restored by a famous architect. 

 

f) … 

   Has downtown been flooded by the rain? 

 

g) … 

  Were these poems written by your grandfather? 

 

h) … 

   The mail was being delivered (by the postman) when I got home. 

That’s it guys!!! 

Observe que 

nem todas as 

respostas 

serão passive 

voice. 

Obs.: Foster 

parens = pais de 

criação ou 

adotivos. 


